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Part I The Early Middle Ages

TIMELINE 1.2 The Waning of the Western Empire, 180 C.E.–700 C.E.
c. 700 C.E.
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the Hun to Withdraw from Rome
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Visigoths Sack
the City of Rome
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what we will here call barbarians, then, we will examine how these outsiders slowly
moved into the Western Empire and in the process, both challenged its culture and
reinvigorated it (see Timeline 1.2).

Barbarian Customs and Institutions
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chapter
Roman frontiers had always separated those who were under Roman authority from
thoseKinesiology
who were outside2it (see Figure
1.4).Biomechanical
In the later fourth century,
however, life on
tions of Structural
Basic
Factors
these frontiers changed, especiallyand
on the
border
created
by
two
great
rivers
whose oriConcepts 57
gins lay in the heavy annual snowfalls—and snowmelts—of the Alps: the Rhine, which
flowed to the northwest, and the Danube, which flowed to the southeast. Outsiders began
uscular Fundamentals
to press hard24
across these rivers in the fourth century, and Romans were more willing
than before to grant them entry. Most of the pressure came from central and southeastern Europe, and across those borders came some people who spoke Germanic languages
but also considerable numbers of Celts, Slavs, and even people from the Middle East.
It is therefore hazardous to make broad generalizations regarding their cultures and
institutions, for these varied widely. Although historians once thought of each barbarian
tribe as representing a different ethnic group united by a common religion, language,
and culture, this was not so, at least initially. The tribes were exceedingly flexible, taking
form around successful war leaders, disintegrating when military fortunes declined, and
then re-forming around new leaders.
Before their first contacts with the Empire, all these peoples were illiterate and
therefore “prehistoric” because they left no written records. They preferred to build in
wood rather than stone, so they have also left relatively few archaeological remains. Our
most reliable evidence comes from Roman commentaries. In 98 C.E., the Roman historian
Tacitus wrote the short book Germania with the moral intention of criticizing his fellow
Romans by comparing them unfavorably with simple, upright barbarians. We can accept
his description of tall, blue-eyed people with reddish-blond hair, who lived in agricultural
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